
At first glance, the Human Touch® Sana is stunning in its simplicity, but take a closer look and find 

so much more beneath the striking design. The Latin word Sana translates to health, a fitting 

name for a chair that provides the therapeutic benefits of massage with high-performing 

S and L-Track Systems that closely follows the curvature of the spine and extends coverage from 

your neck and shoulders down to your glutes and thighs. Nine auto-programs including Full-Body, 

Energize and Recovery provide effective solutions to your everyday stresses. 

UNLOCK YOUR FULL POTENTIAL
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DIMENSIONS:
Chair Reclined Dimensions: 71”L x 29”W x 33”H

Chair Upright Dimensions:  61”L x 29”W x 45”H 

Seat Width:   18”

Product Weight:  207 lbs.

Endorsed by

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
5-Years Structural

3-Years Parts

1-Year In-Home Service

9 AUTO-WELLNESS PROGRAMS
Enjoy nine auto-wellness programs including
Full-Body, Energize and Recovery.

DUAL LUMBAR HEAT
Adjustable and targeted heat gently soothes the 
back to loosen tight muscles and help relieve pain. 

DEFY GRAVITY®

The zero gravity position cradles your back and 
elevates your legs above your heart, the position 
doctors recommend as the healthiest way to sit.

EXTENDING FOOT AND CALF MASSAGER
With under-foot rollers for optimized reflexology 
and adjustable intensity for calves and feet, the 
extendable leg rest also adjusts for your height.

Human Touch®, LLC
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AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COLORS:

BUILT-IN USB PORT
Use the built-in USB port to charge your favorite 
hand-held device while you listen to music, watch 
videos, or read an eBook.

Easily manage the chair’s 
full suite of programs and 
features using the intuitive 
navigation control, featuring 
a crystal-clear LCD screen.

S- and L-Track

BUILT-IN BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS
Immerse yourself in soothing music while enjoying 
a relaxing massage. Connect your phone or music 
device to the built-in speaker via bluetooth.

EspressoGrayCream

Strategically placed 
targeted aircells apply 
pressure to key healing 
points and manipulate your 
body to stretch muscles.

While the L-Track extends high performance 
coverage from your neck and shoulders all 
the way down to your glutes and thighs, the 
S-Track closely follows the curvature of the 
spine. The result is a massage that is designed 
to move with the natural curves of your body 
for optimal results.   

S and L TR ACK SYSTEMS  


